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1.

IfirTRODUCTION

It is well known that when strong vertical shear
exists witb@ a tropical cyclone environment that intensification is strongly inhibited and that the storm
may even dlecay(Gray, 1968; Zehr, 1976; Lunney, 1988).
However,it, is leas certain what magnitude of the vertical
wind shear will have a significant impact on the intensification ra.te. In this paper, numerical simulations of
the development of an initial vortex in a non-sheared
environment (the control) and a weakly-sheared environment (3 m S-l across the depth of the troposphere),
are compu'ed.

2.

THE MODEL

The cloud model used in this study is the
Colorado State University Regional Atmosphere Modeling System (RAMS; described, for example, in Pielke
et al., 199:2). The model contains a full set of nonhydrostatic compreuible dynamic equations, a thermodynamic ~Iuation, and a set of microphysics equations
for water- a.ndice-phase clouds and precipitation. There
are parameterizations for longwave and shortwave radiation, surface fluxes and subgrid-scale ftuxes. The model
has a two-1IVayinteractive multiple nested grid capability which Ioakes it possible to resolve cumulus convection in the convectively active region of the tropical cyclone. The nested grids can be moved so that the convection Call be kept within the center of the fine grid.
Lateral botlndaries of the coarse grid incorporate a radiation boundary condition to allow propagation of gravity
wavesout of the domain. A rigid lid is used for the upper boundaLlYcondition and a weak dissipative layer is
included at the top of the domain to reduce reftection of
upward prclpqating gravity waves.
THE MODEL CONFIGURATION
TIALIZATION

AND INI-

T]!ree grids are used with horizontal grid increments of 36 kin, 12 kin, and 4 kin. The number of
horizontal I~rid points for the three grids are 60 for the
coarsestgrid, 62 for the second grid, and 92 for the third
or finest grid. Therefore, the width of the coarse grid is

2124km, the eecond grid 732 kID, and the fine grid :164
km. There are 27 verticallevela, with a grid increm,!nt
of 450 m at the surface. The vertical grid incremen1 ia
gradually stretched to the top of the domain which ia at
21 km. The latitude of the center of the model ia 20"N.
The eea surface temperature ia set to 302 K. The mo:lel
temperature ia initialized using an Atlantic hurriclne
seasonsounding (Jordan, 1958). The humidity prolile
is slightly moiater than the Jordan (1958) sounding to
be more representative of the environment in which hlrricanes usually develop. The model ia initialized with
a deep cyclonic vortex in gradient wind balance. 1'he
maximum wind speed ia 20 m S-l at a radius of 40 km.
For the weak wind shear simulation, a geostrophically
balanced horizontally homogeneouswesterly wind sh'~ar
is prescribed, having zero wind speed at the surface, increasing to 3 m S-l at 12 kID. The fine grid and second
grid move 80 as to keep the minimum pressure in 1he
center of the domains.

4.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the minimum surface pressllre
versus time for the two simulations. For the non-sheaJed
case,the surface pressure decreased most rapidly aftEr t
= 20 h. At t = 30 h the minimum presaure is 964 nib,
which is 54 mb below the environment. The weaklysheared case shows a rapid drop in surface pressure in
the early stages of the simulation reaching a minim\lm
at t = 11 h. Subsequently the minimum surface press\lre
increasesso that by t = 30 h it is only 10 mb below t}lat
of the environment. The early rapid development for _he
weakly-sheared case was a.ssociatedwith a dynamically
induced region of upward motion that developed at },)w
levels on -the southeast side of the vortex. This upwl.rd
motion initiated convection and when this convection
rotated cyclonically around the low presaure center an
intense cell developed on the north side of the vortl~x.
This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows a horizon~al
crosa section of the wind vectors and vertical velocity at
z = 4.6 km and t = 6 h for the weakly-sheared case. The
peak updraft strength is 21 m S-l at this level. The r.:a.son for the development of the intense convective cell t)n
the north side of the vortex may have been becausethe
upper level warm core was advected eastward relative
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to the low-level I.ir 80 that there was a large &IDOtInt of
convective available potential energy for the devel')ping
convection at this location. Coincident with the rapid
development of convection the radius of maximum wind
contracted and by t = 11 h was only 6 km. Tria is
in contrast to the non-sheared case which had a more
circularly symmetric region of convection and a more
gradually decreasing radius of maximum winds.
Figure 3 shows the total hydrometeor ml.. in
the fine grid domain versustime for the two simula1ion8.
Even though the weakly-sheared casedid not intens iff to

Figure 1: Minimum 8urface prel8ure versu8time for the
non-8hea.redenvironment (8olid) a.ndthe weaklY-8hea.red
environnlent (dash).

Figure 3: Total hydrometeor mass versus time fo r the
non-sheared environment (solid) and the weakly-shl:ared
environment (dash).

Figure 2: Horizontal cr088-section of the wind vectors
(maximum wind speed is 36 m S-l) and vertical velocity
(contour interval is 2 m s-l; solid is upward motion and
daahis clownward motion), at z = 4.6 kIn and t = 6 h.
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hurricane strength the tot&l hydrometeor mus was more
than for the non-shearedcase. Pulsations in the hydrometeor mus are evident, particularly for the non-sht!&red
case. The reason why there is more convection fclr the
weakly-sheared case requires further an&lysis, but may
be beca.usethe vortex a.dvectseastward with the steering
~ow and convection can feed on air which is less mo~lified
by convective downdra.fts than it is for the non-sh'!&red
case. Another interesting aspect of the weakly-sh~!&red
cue is tha.t there is a. significantly larger cro88-~,ba.ra
component of the flow a.t low levels than for the nODsheared case. Again, this ma.y be due to the eastward
advection of the warm core &loft and the correspolLding
movement of the surface pre88ure minimum. Sinc~ the
surface pressure minimum is constantly influencin@Dew
air the low-level flow ma.ybe less close to gra.dient wind
b&lance than for the non-sheared case.
Figure 4 shows the tangenti&l wind spee<:a.tt
= 30 h. The non-sheared case has a. maximum wind
speed of 56 m S-l a.t a. ra.dius of 18 km. The wea.kly.
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Figure 4: Tangentia.l wind speed versus radius from
the minimum surface pressure, for the non-sheared environment (solid) and the weakly-sheared environment
(duh) , a.t t = 30 h.

sheared casehas much weaker winds with a maximum of
26 m s-1 occurring at a smaller radius of 6 kIn. Figure
5 shows wind vectors and ice mixing ratio (pristine ice,
ligregates and graupel) at t = 30 h and z = 6 km for
the non-sheared case. An eye is evident and a strong
cyclonic circulation. The weakly-sheared case was much
less organized with only a barely discernible cyclonic circulation at this level and it did not form an eye (not
shown).

CONCLUSIONS

There are major differences between the nonsheared and wea.k1y-shearedsimula.tions. The wea.k1yshea.redcasefa.iled to intensify, whereu the non-shea.red
cue produced a.strong hurricane by t = 30 h. N evertheless, the tota.l hydrometeor ma.sswu la.rger for the
wea.k1y-sheared
case than for the non-shea.redcase. The
initia.l condition, consisting of a. vertica.lly oriented vortex in a shea.red environment is idealized and so some
ca.ution should be exercised when interpreting these results. Further experiments a.replanned with the tropical
cyclone being a.llowed to develop in a.non-shea.redenvironment for 12 h, a.fter which the wind shea.r will be
gra.dua.llyincreased for a. 12 h period. This should be
a more realistic model of a.developing tropical cyclone
moving into a.shea.redenvironment.
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Figure 5: Horizontal Cloas-lection of the wind vectors
(ma.ximum wind speed is 50 m 1-1) and ice mixing r&tio
(contour interval is 1 g kg-1), &t z = 6 kin and t = 30
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